Propagation properties of ultrashort pulsed bessel beams in dispersive media.
A detailed study of ultrashort pulsed Bessel beams in linear dispersive media is performed. The spatial and temporal parts of pulsed Jn beams are separable in dispersive media, provided that the parameter a is independent of frequency omega. The spatial part keeps the Jn shape unchanged during propagation. The temporal evolution behavior of pulsed Jn beams depends on the material's dispersion and diffraction. The pulses can be broadening and become negatively chirped while propagating in anomalous dispersive media. In normal dispersive media, the pulses can be broadening and positively or negatively chirped; even dispersion-free propagation can be achieved if the beam and material parameters are suitably chosen. The condition under which higher-order dispersive effects can be neglected is also discussed.